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July 20, 2008
The day after our last town hall meeting in Cayuga a senior retired commissioned OPP officer emailed
me to say:
"If you were to incorporate I would be prepared to donate money. CANACE is now a "Canadian
Institution" so to speak, and should be accountable to the people who support it either with time,
skills or money… I will be prepared to give my skills, time and money when CANACE is ready to
incorporate. I will even give you funds to help pay for CANACE incorporation."
This officer sent John Findlay, our lawyer, a cheque and along with other funds from a family in
Caledonia, CANACE is now federally incorporated.
CANACE has memberships across Canada so we incorporated federally to allow us to spread the
message about how institutionalized Two Tier Justice has become in the OPP and the Ontario
Government. This battle to restore justice in Caledonia touches all Canadians because what happens
here can and is happening in many communities across Ontario and elsewhere in Canada.
CANACE reports are read across Canada and are reaching people at every level of government as well
as police officers in many departments across this great country. Soon, CANACE will be setting up two
Advisory Boards to provide us with independent opinion and advice on various issues that our
communities are faced with. We will be seeking people who are directly affected by Two Tier Justice and
others who can provide an outside perspective on these and other issues.
Numerous OPP officers have directly approached me offering their thanks for filing the charges against
Floyd and Ruby Montour. This is just one of the many things we are diligently working on. When OPP
officers say thank you and donate money then you know how sad they feel that we have to do the job
they are sworn to do but can't because of the Two Tier policies they must follow.
There are many people making a lot of money from Land Claims, the negotiations and even from illegal
occupations. The federal and provincial governments have no problem sharing millions with the people
victimizing average Canadians who did nothing but use their hard earned money to buy and develop
property. The politicians and police, who are paid by taxpayers, do nothing but suppress the Charter
Rights of Canadians in their attempt to appease Native Protesters.
Until now, no one was willing to pay the price to stand up to the often immoral and illegal actions of the
Police and Government. They may be able to slander us, sue us, falsely imprison us, allow Native
Protesters to attack and assault us but CANACE is here to stay.
Sorry Fantino, Sorry McGuinty, eventually you will see the true cost of subverting democracy and
ignoring our Charter of Rights.
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Please note: This Press Release was approved by the senior retired commissioned OPP officer prior to its release.

